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We provide a short proof of the inequality (cf. 
which we also prove below. What we do not prove but use is the fact that CI given by (5b) is the optimal constant in (5a).
First proof of (1) . By (4)
By (5) this implies (1). 1
Second proof of (1). We supplement (1) by proving the part of (5) we need! By the Plancherel theorem. if
we have proven (5). 1
These first two proofs have been formal about dealing with 6(H-E) so we exercise care in our last version of the proof.
Third proof of (1). Define 6,(x) = (l/z) E/(E' + x2). Then We work in k-space, i.e. with Fourier transforms, so, for example, (2) follows from jl(-d+1)~"2X1'46E(X2-E)X1'4(-4+1)~"*11~~.
We turn first to the proof of (2). We suppose n > 3. Write a general u as we see that
and by taking r -+ cc we cannot do better than $. Thus That is 6(r-r,)<(n-2)-l ro (-A) and (n-2))' is the best constant. Thus
so as above, (3) follows. 1
Note that since Kato's theory [4] says that the best constant is 271 sup, llAb(H-E) A* /I and our eigenvalue calculations for H,,, -@(r -ro) and H,= o + 1 -@(r -ro) get optimal B's, we know our constants in (2), (3) are optimal. 
